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Abstract
This report has conducted a research of comparing a few open source search
engines. The research contains two evaluation processes, the first evaluation
will evaluate each open source search engine found on today’s market.
Points will be given between one to five points depending on how well the
open source search engine meets the requirements. The open source search
engine with the highest score will then be chosen for implementation. The
first evaluation resulted in Elasticsearch being the selected open source
search engine and will continue to the implementation phase. The second
evaluation will be measuring the system performance and the relevance of
the SERP (Search Engine Results Pages). This phase will evaluate the system
performance by taking time measurements on how long it takes for the
search engines to deliver the SERP. The relevance of the search results will
be judge by a group of CSN employers. The group will be giving point between one to five points depending on the relevance of the SERP. It will evaluate Elasticsearch with the search engine CSN are using today on their website (www.csn.se). This phase resulted in Elasticsearch being the better in
performance measurements but not in the relevance of the SERP. This was
discussed and came to the conclusion that most points were lost because of
the first search result Elasticsearch delivered. If this search result was removed Elasticsearch could deliver as good results as the old search engine.
The survey came to the conclusion that Elasticsearch is recommended for
CSN if certain problem areas could be corrected before implementation into
their systems.

Keywords: Open Source Search Engine, Apache Lucene Core, Elasticsearch,
Sphinx, Xapian, Solr, SiteVision.
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CSN

Centrala Studiestödsnämnden.

CMS

Content Management System

LTR

Learn to Rank.

SERP

Search Engine Results Pages.

CORS

Cross-Origin Resource sharing

CLI

Command-Line Interface

URL

Uniform Resource locator

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation
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Search Engine Optimization
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Introduction

In this report a couple of open source search engine has been compared.
Then one open source search engine has been selected for implementation
and evaluation. The goal with this study is to see if one open source search
engine will perform better than the already existing search engine 1.
The study has been done at CSN (Centrala Studiestödsnämnden), and it will
only take open source search engine into account.
CSN are using a search engine provided by the CMS (Content Management
System) tool Sitevision. Sitevision comes with three search packets: Standard, Advanced and Enterprise. Today CSN is using the Advanced search packet
which includes the Standard search packets and some additional settings, to
be able to control the search engine better. Under the bonnet, Sitevision are
using Apache Solr as search engine.

1.1

Background and research area description

Search engines are getting more popular to find on today’s websites. The
main purpose of a search engine is to simplify and save time for the user, to
find a specific information. To make this task possible, the search engine
has to make fast decisions and only present the most relevant information
for the user. When a search engine is slow or provides irrelevant search results it will rarely be used by anyone. The lack of usage will lead to a loss
for the web provider.
Currently CSN is using the out of the box search engine that comes with
Sitevision, with small modifications. The modifications that has been are
that they have created an own suggest and a field to boost search results.
Sitevision is a CMS tool that provides the user with pre-made portlets,
which requires no-programming skills to able to develop a website [1].

1.1.1 Company description
CSN (Centrala Studiestödsnämnden) is the Swedish government agency
that approves student finance. CSN has around 900 employers and exist on
11 places around in Sweden, with headquarter in Sundsvall. This government agency approves student finance, home equipment loan and driving
license loan. CSN is also the government agency that is responsible for the
repaying processes of the customers loans.

1

The search engine can be found at www.csn.se
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1.1.2 Problem formulation
At CSN they are saying that the search engine does not always provide the
customer with the right search results. The search engine does also have
difficulties to define keywords from a longer text string and use multiple
keywords in a search query. The search engine does not take any previous
searches into account made by customers to provide better search results,
such as LTR (Learning to Rank) [2]. The search engine does also have a limitation in the configuration ability and the developer are not able to configure the search pipeline.
Additional to these problems, CSNs website today contains of multiple folding surfaces and text pieces. This makes it hard for today’s search engine to
jump to a specific content and provide the customer with the relevant
search results. This is why CSN wants to have study done to look into open
source search engines, to see if this could be a solution for their problem.

1.2

Overall purpose

The main project purpose of this work is to find suitable open source search
engines and choose one for further developing of a new search engine for
CSN. Then make a proof of concept by comparing the new search engine with
the already existing search engine provided by the CMS tool. To see if the
new search engine will provide the customer with better result than the old
one.

1.3

Delimitations

This work will only be focusing on improving CSN web page (www.csn.se).
It will not take into consideration the other external and internal services
provided by CSN. This work could probably be implemented at the other services, since most of it are using the same CMS tool, but it will not affect this
project work.
The project work will only be comparing open source search engines, with
the already existing search engine.
In the development phase, it will be built in a local environment to not disturb CSNs services.
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Concrete and verifiable goals

The goals with this project work are:
1. Implement one open source search engine and indexing data from
the web site (www.csn.se).
2. Look at the relevance of the search results to determine if the proposed new open source search engine have more relevant search results.
3. Look at the performance to determine if the purposed new open
source search engine have more efficient response time.
4. Examine and determine what would be the best choice of open source
search engines.

1.5

Overview

Chapter 2 will be presenting the theory part of this project work. This part
will help the reader to understand the technical part of this project work.
Chapter 3 describe the methods that have been used to provide the expected
result. Chapter 4 describe the implementation of the search engines and
chapter 5 will present the result of the project work. In chapter 6 the result
from chapter 5 will be discussed. Chapter 6 will also show which search engine that is recommended for CSN to use on www.csn.se.
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Theory

The theory chapter describes different techniques and tools that have been
used or mentioned in this report. The main purpose of this chapter is to help
the reader while giving the reader a better understanding of the difficult
parts.

2.1

SERP

Every search engine uses a specific word or a phrase as an input and then
returns a list of result as an output [3]. This output of results is called SERP
which stands for Search Engine Result Page. The SERP often provide the customer with a web page title and an URL (Uniform Resource Locator) link for
each element [3]. Sometimes a short description is provided and a link to
where that information was found within the website [3].
All SERPs are unique, even if the customer uses the same search query and
the same search engine [4]. This is because all search engines are constantly
customizing their result depending on the location of the customer, browsing history and social personal settings [4].

2.2

LTR

LTR stands for Learning to Rank and it is a classification technique to fix results in the SERP (Search Engine Result Page) based on user preference or
implicit behavior [2]. LTR is not an algorithm itself, the actual ranking is often done with an algorithm called support vector machine [2].
There exist many types of multiple implementation of LTR classification
techniques such as: XGBoost, RankLib and part of Apache Solr which are the
most famous open source once. [2]
The drawback of using an LTR classification techniques are specially when
the clicks on internet search results is used [2]. Because the users are often
tent to pick some of the top alternatives displayed in the SERP, which can
lead to bad quality of relevance for the users [2].
Today modern search engines are pretty good at relevance, this means that
LTR is unlikely to be better over relevant search [2]. Today the developer is
also able to boost the seconds and third alternatives of the SERP if it gets
high number of clicks.
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CMS

CMS stands for Content Management System and it is a set of related programs or a software application that is used to manage a digital content. CMS
tools are usually used for ECM (Enterprise Content Management) and WCM
(Web Content Management), both this management system have two components: a CMA (Content Management Application) and CDA (Content Delivery Application). [5]
CMA is the graphical interface that allows the developer to create, modify
and remove contents from the web page, this without having any type of
skills about HTML. [5]
CDA is the back-end service that support the management and delivery of
content created or modified by the CMA. [5]

2.4

Crawler

Crawler is a program that is used by search engines. This program will visit
a specified web page URL and read all content on all the pages of the web
page URL [6]. The crawler will collect the URL from the website and the
meta-tag information, the web page content, the links in the webpage, the
title of the web page and other relevant information [7]. The crawler will also
keep track of which pages it has downloaded, so crawler does not download
the same page again [6]
The information will then be used to create entries for the search engine index, almost every search engine uses a crawler [6] [8]. This program could
also be used to check links on the web page and validate the HTML code [8]

2.5

Apache Ant

Apache Ant is a command-line based tool that is written in Java [9]. Apache
Ant is a Java library [9]. It is used to drive processes described in build files
as targets and extension point dependent upon each other [9]. It can be used
to build Java applications [9]. Apache Ant supplies the developer with a number of built-in tasks which allows the developer to: compile, assemble, test
and run the java application [9]. Apache Ant can also be used to build nonJava applications which could be a C++ or C application [9].

2.6

Apache HBase

Apache HBase is a Hadoop database that can handle Big Data store. Apache
HBase is scalable which makes it suitable for distributed system [10].
5
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Apache Hadoop is framework that it is used to handle large data sets across
clusters of computers using simple programming models [11]. It is design to
be able to scale up from a single node to a thousand of nodes, there each
node offering a local computation and storage [11]. Instead of rely on hardware to deliver high-availability, Apache Hadoop is design to detect and handle failures at the application layer [11].
Apache HBase is an open source, distributed, versioned, non-relational database model, which is often used when the developer wants a random realtime read and write access to Big Data [10].

2.7

Apache Nutch

Apache Nutch is an open source web crawler and it is a part of a large Apache
community of developers and users [12]. Apache Nutch is able to run on single machine and it is highly extensible and scalable [12]. If Apache Nutch is
driven by multiple of nodes it can gains a lot of strength by running in a Hadoop cluster [12]. A Hadoop cluster is a special designed cluster that is able
to store and analyzing a huge amount of unstructured data in a distributed
computing environment [13].

2.8

CORS

CORS stands for Cross-Origin Resource Sharing and it is a mechanism that
let a web application access another domain [13]. This mechanism uses additional HTTP header to specify that the web application has permission to
access another domain [13].
For security reasons, most of the web browsers restricts cross-origin HTTP
requests [13]. An example of this are XMLHttpRequest and Fetch API that follows the same origin policy. This means that a web application can only accept HTTP requests from the same origin where the web application was
loaded from.

2.9

Google Analytic 360

Google Analytics 360 is an advanced tool to obtain useful insights from user
data from, for example, a website [15]. Google Analytics 360 provide the
company with advanced tools that can be used to make BigQuery-export and
information-based attribution. The premium account permission gives the
company service agreement that covers: reports, data timelines, data collection, a higher processing limit and access to dedicated support specialist [15].
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Methodology

The methodology chapter describes the methods that has been used in this
project. This chapter will also describe what type of software and operating
systems that has been used to develop.

Figure 1: Visualization of the approach.

3.1

Approach

Figure 1 shows a visible image of the approach for this project. The project
starts with a small startup phase. Then a literature study phase will be done,
which will lay the ground for the development process and the evaluation.
This project will only be working on a local copy of CSN site today, to not
disturb CSN systems.

3.1.1 Startup
The startup phase will give a short introduction to CSN business and how
they are working. This phase will also give a short description of the company structure and the purpose they have in the society.
The problem areas with today’s search engine will be describe. Then why
CSN wants to have a study done about open source search engine. This part
will also define the requirements from CSN perspective.
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3.1.2 Literature study
The literature phase will explore how the user behavior effects the search
engines. This will be done by looking into three main areas which are: System
delay and stress, Query structure for information search and Time spent on
SERP.
System delay and stress will conduct a small research about when the user
tends to feel a system delay that effects the user search behavior. It will also
examine how much delay time the customer handle until the user change the
search engine.
Query structure for information search are looking into how the user tends
do when they are searching for information. This phase will also check different features that has been proved to help the user in their information
search.
Time spent on SERP will look into different studies, to see what an average
user spent on the SERP. This part will also examine different strategies to
help improving the time the user spent on the SERP and also give suggestions real improvements.

3.1.3 Find search queries
This phase will conduct a total of 20 search queries that will be used to evaluate the different search engines. These search queries will be taken from
the top score of successful search sessions that has been made on web page.
The search queries will be split into four categories. Each category has different number of search words, to test the search engine capability to handle
longer search words.

3.1.4 Today’s solution
This phase will describe the CMS tool and search engine that have been used
on today’s web page. It will give short description of what type of CMS tool
that have been used. Also discover what type of search engine and search
packets the CMS tool is providing.

3.1.5 Creating requirements for selection
This section will collect requirements together with CSNs opinion. These requirements will then be used in the first evaluation of the open source search
engine. A table will then be created with all the requirements of interest.
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This section will also find the typical open source search engine on today’s
market that will be used in this research.

3.1.6 System requirements in facts
This phase will find information about each open source search engines from
the section above. The information will then be conduct in a table with the
information found along with the source there the information was found.

3.1.7 System requirements in points
This section will be assigning points on how well the open source search engine meets the requirement. It will use the same table from the section above
and will assed the points on a scale between one to five points. One point
means that the open source search engine does not meet the requirement
very well. Five point means that the open source search engine meets the
requirement very well. If no information was found, it will automatically be
assigned zero points.
In the end of the table, a new row will be added. This row will be used to
summarize the points for each individual open source search engine.

3.1.8 Selection of open source search engine
This section will choose one open source search engine that will be used in
the development processes and in the last evaluation process. The selection
will be done based on which open source search engine that collected the
most point in the previously section.

3.1.9 Development
The development section will implement the structure of the open source
search engine that has been selected from the previously section. This section includes all configuration that has to be done to be able to get it working
in CSN environment.

3.1.10

Evaluation

The evaluation phase will measure the relevance of the SERP and the system
performance of each search engines. This section will use all the search queries that was defined in section 3.1.3 Find queries.
9
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The relevance of the SERP will be judge by a group of CSN employers. The
CSN employers will be given a scale between zero to five points. zero-point
corresponds to the result that the content of the output from the search engine is bad and not relevant for the customer. Five-point corresponds to the
results that the content of the output from the search engine is the best answer, according to what CSN would have given the customer.
The system performance will be measuring the time it takes for the search
engine to deliver the SERP, each measurement will be done five times. The
mean and standard deviation will be calculated of these five measurements
points. Finally, the mean of the standard deviation and mean will be calculated for each category. The results of this will then be plotted in a graph to
get a better overview over the time measurements.

3.1.11

Comparison of results from evaluation

This section will compare the search engines results from 3.1.10 evaluation.
It will start by comparing the relevance of the SERP and then comparing the
System performance. The results of each comparison will be plot with a line
chart for each category.

3.2

Tools

The project will use two types of operating systems in the development
phase. This is because some parts of project are based on a Linux environment and are not Windows compatible.
All configuration and program code will be written in a program called Visual Studio Code. Visual Studio Code is a free downloadable code editor which
are built from open source resources. The program has support for Windows,
Linux and Mac.

10
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Implementation

This chapter describes the installation and configuration steps for each
search engine. This chapter will first show the installation processes for the
old search engine. Then the installation and configuration for: HBase,
Apache Nutch and Elasticsearch will be described.

4.1

Implementation of Sitevision combined with search engine

The installation of Sitevision can be found in appendix A, this appendix is a
step by step guide.
The import of the current version of www.csn.se is done by adding three files
in into Archive folder. The Archive folder is found under Sitevision root folder,
then into data and finally into archive folder. Here should the import files be
placed.
When the import files have been added in the archive folder, Sitevision’s
server needs to be restarted. This can be done by pressing the keys: CTRL +
C in the CLI (Command Line Interface). The CLI maybe be given a follow-up
question, where the developer has to state that processes should be ended.
Then simply restart Sitevision server by typing debug.bat in the CLI.

4.2

Implementation of HBase, Apache Nutch and Elasticsearch

The implementation of HBase and Apache Nutch will be using Ubuntu
18.04.2 LTS as operating system. This because HBase and Apache Nutch is
based on Linux.
Elasticsearch will be implemented on a Windows 7 computer, the same computer as where the installation processes of Sitevision has been done. In order to be able to use the same machine when performing the performance
and relevance tests later on.
Observe to use this unique version of Apache Nutch and HBase, otherwise
they will not be able to talk to each other due to version controlled sensitive.

11
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4.2.1 Implementation and configuration of HBase
1.

Download HBase
Start by creating a root folder for the whole project, navigate to this
folder by the CLI.
Type in CLI: wget https://archive.apache.org/dist/hbase/hbase0.94.14/hbase-0.94.14.tar.gz
After the downloading phase has been completed, extract the files by
typing in CLI: tar xzf hbase-0.94.14.tar.gz.

2.

Configure HBase
To be able to start and use HBase data store, some configuration has
to be done. Open the extracted HBase folder with a suitable development environment.
Navigate to HBase root folder and then into conf and open up the file
called hbase-site.xml.

Figure 2, shows the properties for HBase.
This file is empty from the beginning with just one start configuration-tag and one closing configuration-tag. In figure 2 shows the
properties that needs to be added, remember to save the file before
you exit.
Hbase.rootdir defines where the data from HBase will be stored.
Hbase.zookeeper.property.dataDir defines where the data from
zookeeper will be stored.

12
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Start HBase and test it
Use the CLI and navigate to HBase folder and then into the bin folder.
There are two commands to control HBase:
•

start-hbase.sh to start the service.

•

stop-hbase.sh to stop the service.

To test if HBase is working correctly, navigate back to the root folder
of HBase and type in the CLI: bin/hbase shell. After the HBase Shell
has been started, type list in CLI.

Figure 3, displays a correct output of commando “bin/hbase shell”
If the output is the same as the figure 3 above, HBase is correctly configured and works correctly. In the beginning it will just say 0 row(s)
and that is because HBase is empty from start.
Type exit in CLI to leave the HBase shell.

4.2.2 Implementation and configuration of Apache Nutch
1.

Download Apache Nutch
When downloading Apache Nutch, open the CLI and navigate to a desirable place where the installation files should be placed. For simplicity use the project root folder that was created in previously phase.
Type in CLI: wget https://archive.apache.org/dist/nutch/2.3/apachenutch-2.3-src.tar.gz
After the downloading phase has been completed, extract the file.
This can be done be typing in CLI: tar xzf apache-nutch-2.3-src.tar.gz.

2.

Configure Apache Nutch to work with HBase database.
This configuration step is done in two separate places in Apache
Nutch root folder.
13
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The first file that will need to be configured is in the conf folder which
is found under the Apache Nutch root folder. Here the file named
gora.properties needs to be configured. In this file we need to tell
Apache Nutch that this project will use HBase as its database.
Search for HBaseStore and add the following line of code under that
property list:
gora.datastore.default=org.apache.gora.hbase.store.HBaseStore.
Save and exit the file.
The second place is in the ivy folder and then into a file named ivy.xml
that needs to be configured. Scroll down or search for gora-hbase.
This dependency is in default mode, commented out but remove the
comments around the dependency and save the file.
3.

Compile Apache Nutch
Go to root of the Apache Nutch folder and type in CLI: ant runtime.
This command will download all files necessary and load all dependency, then it will compile project into a runtime folder.
In the runtime folder, two folders have been created in compiling process. One folder is called deploy and the other one is called local. This
work will only use the local folder.

4.

Minimum settings to make Apache Nutch run properly
In nutch-site.xml some properties need to be defined to able to make
sure that Apache Nutch will run properly. The nutch-site.xml file will
be found in the local folder and then into conf folder.

Figure 4, displays the properties in “nutch-site.xml”.
Figure 4 shows the correct configuration for Apache Nutch with
HBase as data storage.
http.agent.name: Specified the agent name of the web crawler. An
agent name needs to be declared, because some web server may reject the requests if no agent name is provided. If the web server does
not see any agent name, they may see this as spam and reject the request. The agent does need to be any specific, it could be anything.
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Storage.data.store.class: Here Apache Nutch is being told to use
HBase as database storage.
Plugin.include: Here the plugins for Apache Nutch will be defined.
5.

Seed Apache Nutch with a start URL.
To tell Apache Nutch which website it should start from. A folder in
the local folder has to be created. This folder does not need to have a
specific name but for simplifying, call this folder URLs. In the folder a
file named seeds.txt has to be created.
This file needs to be seeded with a start URL. Simply write
https://csn.se and then save the file.
To inject the seed into Apache Nutch, type in CLI: bin/nutch inject urls.
This command will automatic look for the seed.txt file in the URLs
folder.

6. Generate URLs
Choose a max number of URLs that Apache Nutch should fetch for the
next upcoming fetch process. By default, Apache Nutch will crawl and
follow the robots.txt, if no exceptions have been made. The robots.txt
file describes which webpages the web service provider does not
want the web crawler to crawl.
To generate URLs, type in the CLI: bin/nutch generate –topN 1000.
-topN: indicates that it will take the top URLs, URLs that have the most
in links from other web sides.
A simply description of this is, if you would have two URLs and your
crawler does only accept one of them. The URL with most URLs pointing to it will be the URL that will be accepted.
After running the command, Apache Nutch will output how many
URLs it has found.
7.

Fetch the URLs
To fetch the URLs from the previously step, type in CLI: bin/nutch
fetch –all.

8.

Parse URLs
This step will parse all the fetched URLs from the previously step and
go throw the content and grab the data in order to get more URLs for
the next run.
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The command for doing this is: bin/nutch parse –all.
9.

Update Database
The last step in this process is to update the database for the next
upcoming fetch. The command for doing this in CLI is: bin/nutch updatedb –all.

The steps from step six to nine needs sometimes to be run again one more
time, to able to fetch more data.
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4.2.3 Implementation of Elasticsearch
1.

Download Elasticsearch
To download Elasticsearch, open the CLI and navigate to a desirable
place where the installation files should be placed. For simplicity use
the same project root folder.
Type in CLI: wget https://download.elastic.co/elasticsearch/elasticsearch/elasticsearch-1.4.1.tar.gz
After the downloading phase has been completed, extract the files by
typing in the CLI: tar xzf elasticsearch-1.4.1.tar.gz.

2.

Start Elasticsearch server
Use the CLI and navigate into the Elasticsearch folder, then type in the
CLI: bin/Elasticsearch. Observe that no configuration has to be done
to be able to start the Elasticsearch server.
To test if the Elasticsearch server is working correctly, use a desirable
web browser then type in the URL field: localhost:9200.

Figure 5, showing the JSON format of a working Elasticsearch server.
If the output in the web browser are the same as in figure 5, then Elasticsearch server is working correctly.
3.

Configure Apache Nutch and Elasticsearch server.
Use the CLI and navigate back to the project root folder. Open up the
Apache Nutch root folder and then navigate into the ivy folder, then
open the file called ivy.xml.
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Figure 6, show Elasticsearch dependency in ivy.xml
Here the following dependency have to be added, which are marketed
in the figure 6. Save the file and recompile Apache Nutch by navigate
to the root folder of Apache Nutch and type in the CLI: ant runtime.
4.

Add properties for Elasticsearch.
In the nutch-site.xml some properties have to be defined, to be able to
make sure that Apache Nutch will properly communicate with Elasticsearch server. The nutch.site.xml file will be found in the
runtime/local folder and then into conf.
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Figure 7, displays the properties for Elasticsearch.
Add the following dependency shown in figure 7, under the already
existing dependency which was previously made.
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Figure 8, configuration of the plugin dependency.
Then the Elastic indexer does also need to be added in the plugin dependency, in the end of the value-tag. The indexer-elastic needs to be
added as shown in figure 8, then save the file.
5.

Index to Elasticsearch.
Navigate with the CLI to the runtime folder and then into the local
folder, here type in the CLI: bin/nutch index -all.

Figure 9, output in the web browser.
If everything is correctly configured then the output in a web browser
when navigating to localhost:9200/_cat/indices?v, should look like the
output in figure 9.

4.2.4 Building of search box for Elasticsearch
To be able to communicate with the Elasticsearch server from a separate host, CORS (Cross-Origin Resource Sharing) has to be added in
the properties for the Elasticsearch server.

Figure 10, settings for CORS.
These settings have to be added in elasticsearch.yml file, this file is
found under the config folder of the root folder for the Elasticsearch
server. In this file the settings as shown in figure 10 has to be added.
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Figure 11, illustrates the built SERP of Elasticsearch.
Figure 11 shows the implemented of Elasticsearch SERP, which is
written in HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery. With the help of JavaScript and jQuery, search requests can be made to the Elasticsearch
server by the URL http://localhost/search/search2.html?query=bidrag. This URL will make a search request to the Elasticsearch server
with the search query “bidrag”.
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Results

The results chapter will present the results the survey has achieved. It will
start with the results from the startup phase, where some requirements
from CSN perspective will be described. Then the literature study will be presenting the three main literature areas: System delay or stress, Query structure for information search and Time spent on the SERP. Then the search queries will be found which will be used in the evolution phase. The first evaluation phase will then be started out of two parts. The first evaluation part
will look at today’s solution and described the different search packets. The
requirements for the selection of an open source search engine will then be
created together with CSN. Then one open source search engine will be selected and implemented. The last evaluation part will then run two types of
test. The first test will measure the relevance of the search results with the
help of a group CSN employers. The second test is a performance test, this
test will measure the time it takes for the search engine to deliver the SERP
for each search query.

5.1

Startup

The startup phase resulted in a short introduction to CSN business and a tour
around the headquarter office. Information was also given about CSNs technical part works, like VPN.
CSN thinks that an open source search engine could provide the customer
with the right search results and maybe even better. With open source search
engine there is no license cost and it is often easier to configure that type of
search engine.
Requirement from CSN perspective:
•

See if an open source search engine could be a solution.

•

See if it is possible to implement this in CSN environment.

•

Could the open source search engine be better.

Worst case scenario, have a primary plan for what should be the next step.
Best case scenario, have a working prototype that returns search results.
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Literature study

The literature study started with over 20 scientific articles that seems to be
relevant for this study. But after a re-examination of the scientific articles
only teen articles seemed to be relevant. Many articles were not used since
they written a very long time ago and information there for did not seemed
relevant.
The literatures have been conducting the results of eight research articles
and conducted the results into three categories: System delay or stress, Query
structure for information search and Time spent on the SERP.

5.2.1 System delay or stress
When no time limit was used, the test person tends to spend more time on
the SERP [16]. But when a time limit of five minutes was added for each question, the test persons in article [16] tends to spend less time on the SERP
delivered by the search engine.
According to both article [16] and [17], delay caused by the system did not
affect the search behavior. In article [16] they used a system delay of four
seconds and in article [17] they used a system delay of five seconds. According to article [18] the time span between four to five seconds are considered
to be accept by all the users of a search engine. System delays which are over
seven to ten seconds are unacceptable by the user according to article [18].
In article [19] they tested to increase the latency after each submitted query
for the user. They started with a delay time of zero milliseconds and the increased the delay time with 250 milliseconds up to 1 750 milliseconds which
was their top line [19]. The results of the article [19] was that the test person
did not experience any kind of delay in the search engine system until the
delay time reached 1 000 milliseconds.
To summarize this, system delay will not be detected by the user if the system delay is not more than 1 000 milliseconds. But if the delay is more than
that it will not, according to articles [16] and [17] affect the users search behavior. But if the search engine takes more than seven to ten seconds, the
user search behavior will be change [16][17].

5.2.2 Query structure for information search
In research article [20] they presented different strategies of how the test
users tends to do when they were searching for information. The study found
that the test user tends to be less systematic in their search queries refinement process [20]. Many of the test persons that were participants in study
[20], picked up an initial search approach and did only do small changes to
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the start query. In a couple of cases the test user did only add or removed a
couple of terms to get the required information [20].
When the test persons did not achieve the require result, the test person in
article [20] went back to trying keywords quires and even some test person
gave up. In article [21] they confirmed this type of refinement processes,
backtracking processes and the user behavior of the test persons. But article
[21] did also contributed with a new thing. When the user did not find the
required information, the test person tried a new search engine to see if that
could help to find the required information.
In article [22] they analyzed an anonymized search log from Microsoft Bing
Web search engine. They used the search log to be able to find relationship
between search sessions when the test person did achieve coveted information and did not [22]. They found a significant difference in the search
behavior when the test person did not achieve the information that the test
person was looking for [22]. The test persons that were struggling, issued
fewer queries in a successful search session compared to the test person
with an unsuccessful search section [22]. Article [22] also found that the
searcher in unsuccessfully search session typed a shorter search queries and
fewer result was clicked on. The reformulation of the queries indicated that
the user had difficulties to choose the correct vocabulary [22].

5.2.3 Time spent on the SERP
The time the customer tends to spend on the SERP contemplated by the kind
of task the test person was given. In article [20] they conducted a survey
there 23 persons attended. The group of participants were using Google as
search engine [20]. The users used in average eight seconds looking throw
the SERP before selecting one result [20].
Eight seconds may seem as a long time, but in article [23] they had an average time looking throw the SERP of 7.78 seconds. In article [23] they did a
similar experience with 36 participants with the mean age of 20.3 years. The
test persons where given ten questions to answer [23]. Some of the questions did a few test persons complete within few to six seconds [23]. But the
most difficult questions took for some test persons up to eleven seconds on
SERP before they clicked on a search result alternative [23].
In article [24] they used a group of 36 students where the mean age was 12.5
years with a standard deviation of 3.6 months. In this experiment the students were given nine tasks to complete [24]. The student used an average
of 23.4 seconds at the SERP for the nine tasks with the standard deviation of
7.7 seconds [24].
Depending on the age of the participants in the test group and what type of
knowledge they have about internet search, the time the participants used
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variates. The previously studies shows that the participants spent an average time at the SERP of 7.78 to 23.4 seconds before they select one alternative.
According to article [23] fewer result on the SERP could help the user to select one search alternative and also keep the user stay in the interface. In
article [25] they examined aspects according to how the number of results
at SERP affects the precision of the user. When the user had five search result
at the SERP the precision was 32 percent [25]. When the user had 20 result
at the SERP the precision of the user dropped to a 24 percent.

5.3

Find search quires

The search queries that has been used in this study, has been taken from
Google Analytic 360. Google Analytics 360 is an analytic software which analyze anonym’s data from CSN website. This search queries will be written
in Swedish since the major of CSN customer who visiting www.csn.se are
Swedish customers.
Categories

Search word

1 Search word

fribelopp
studiebidrag
utbetalning
studiemedel
körkortslån
kontakta csn
extra tillägg
högre bidrag
betala tillbaka
fler veckor
ansök om studiemedel
vård av barn
när kommer csn
när kommer pengarna
lämna fler uppgifter
hur mycket pengar kan jag få
hur mycket får jag tjäna
när får man csn
ansök om nedsatt åresbelopp
blankett för ansöka om studenten

2 Search words

3 Search words

4 >= Search words

Table 1, show the search queries.
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The search queries in table 1 are split into different categories. Each category
defines the number of search word in the search query. The categories start
with one search word in the search query and then increase the search query
with one search word up to four or more words in the search query.
The search words for each category, has been taken from the top search
quires that has been made by customers at www.csn.se between the months
January to March of 2019.

5.4

Today’s solution

Today CSN are using the same CMS tool for their external websites as for
their internal websites. The CMS tool is called Sitevision and it has built-in
search portlets, Which CSN are using today on their external website.

5.4.1 What is Sitevision
Sitevision is a CMS (Content Management System) tool with premade portlets and functions, these are easy to use and they are flexible. Many of these
standard portlets and functions are included in the standard packet, but
some special portlets or function could be added to the standard packet. [1]
Sitevision does not require any type of programming skills, to be able to get
started to develop a web page. Since Sitevision are using premade templates,
each template can be modified and specified to meet the developer’s requirements. There are in total 14 included modules which can be used to build an
own template for the web page. [1]
Sitevision does also have built-in support for responsive design for the web
page and support grid for the creation and editing of the web pages. The CMS
tool does also come with W3C validation check and availability check to
make the development phase easier for the developer. [1]

5.4.2 Search packets provided by Sitevision
Sitevision provides the developer with three types of search engine packets.
The packets available to choose between are: Standard, Advance and Enterprise.
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5.4.2.1 Standard
The Standard search engine packet convers the most basic needs and it is
already included in Sitevision. This packet will provide the developer with a
fully indexed content and also settings options for completed modules. This
packet does also have support to add or remove search result from the SERP.
[26]

5.4.2.2 Advance
The Advance search engine packet is an extension of the Standard search engine packet. The Advance search engine packet complement the Standard
packet with: extended configuration opportunities, SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and search statistics in a web interface. This packet does also
have support for the function “Did you mean this?”. This function can be useful when the customer who uses the search engine spelled the search word
wrong, or if the search engine thinks that the customer actually searched for
another content. [26]

5.4.2.3 Enterprise
The Enterprise search engine packet is an extension to the Advance search
engine packet. This packet let the developer index other environments outside the Sitevision environment. The Enterprise packet enable the developer
to configure the pipeline for crawler. [26]

Today CSN are using the Advance search packet. Under the bonnet, all of
these search engine packets are using the same search engine. The search
engine Sitevision used is called Solr [27].

5.4.3 Solr
Solr is powered by Apache Lucene which is a standalone open source enterprise search engine with a REST-like API [28]. Solr is built on the top of Lucene [29], Lucene is a simple and powerful java-based search library, it is
scalable and provides high performance library that is used to index and
make searches. This library could almost mange any kind of text given to it
[29].
The developer does not need any kind of java programming skills to be able
to get started with Solr [29]. Instead Solr provides the developer with a
ready-to-deploy service to build a search box with auto completion of text
[29].
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Creating requirements for open source search engine

This part will create the requirements which will evaluate the open source
search engines. The requirements have been made together with CSNs opinion. The requirement is split into two main part: System requirements and
Other requirements.

5.5.1 System requirements
The system requirement part will be examining three areas: RAM, server OS
and type of database.

5.5.2 Other requirements
The other requirements part will be examining six new areas: written in, supporting programing language, license, size of community, size of community
and support for machine learning.

5.6

System requirements in facts

This part shows the results from the system requirements in facts for all the
open source search engines.
Apache Lucene Core

Elasticsearch

Sphinx

Xapian

RAM

1 MB [30]

8 GB [31]

1 GB [32]

?

Server OS

Cross-platform [30]

Cross-platform [31]

Cross-platform [33]

Cross-platform [34]

Database

?

JSON document [35]

SQL and
NoSQL [33]

Glass [36]

Java [37]

Java [38]

C++ [33]

C++ [39]

System
requirements

Other requirements
Written
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Supporting programming language

Java, Object
Pascal, Perl
C#, C++, Python, Ruby,
PHP [37]

Java, JavaScript,
PHP, .NET,
Perl, Python
[38]

Java, PHP,
Perl, C [33]

Perl, Python,
PHP, Java,
Tcl, C#, Ruby,
Lua, Erlang,
R [39]

License

Apache Software Foundation [40]

Apache License 2.0 [40]

GPLv2 and
commercial
[40]

GNU General
Public License [40]

Size of community

104 contributors

1 186 contrib- 405 contributors
utors

31 Contributors

251 releases
[41]

242 releases
[42]

122 releases
[43]

54 releases
[44]

Documentation

Not good

Good

Good

Not good

Support for machine learning

Yes [30]

Yes [45]

?

Yes [46]

Table 2, shows the facts of each open source search engine.
Table 2 describes the information found for each open source search engine.
The sign “?” is assigned if no information was found for that specific requirement for the open source search engine.

5.7

System requirements in points

This part will be assigned point between zero to five points on how well each
open source search engine meets a specific requirement.
Zero point will be given if no information was found which is market with “?”
in the table above.
One point will be given if the open source search engine requires a lot of machine power as their minimum requirement. Since CSN today pays money
depending on how much computer power they need. Less computer power
lead to minimum cost to run the search engine.
One point will also be given if the open source search engine has a small
community, if the support is bad and if the open source search engine does
not use the same programming language CSN is familiar with. If the programming language is different. CSN would have to send those developer to
get further education, which will lead to a new cost for CSN.
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Five point will be given if the open source search engine does not require a
lot of machine power as their minimum requirement. Five point will also be
given if the open source search engine has a large community and good support. Five points will be given if the open source search engine uses the same
programming language CSN is familiar with.
Apache Lucene Core

Elasticsearch

Sphinx

Xapian

RAM

4

3

2

0

Server OS

4

4

4

4

Database

0

4

4

0

Written

4

4

3

3

Supporting programming language

4

4

3

4

License

0

0

0

0

Size of community

2

4

3

1

Documentation

3

4

4

3

Support for machine learning

4

4

0

4

Total

25

31

23

19

System
requirement

Other

Table 3, points assigned for each opens source search engine.
Table 3, shows the results after the assigning of points. In the bottom of the
table 3, the points for each open source search engine has been summarized.
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Selection of open source search engines

The open source search engine that will be used in the development phase
and evaluation phase is Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch has been selected because it got the highest score in the first evaluation process.

5.9

Development

The open source search engine which has been selected to be implemented
is Elasticsearch. All the steps from crawling data to index data to Elasticsearch have been presented in the implementation chapter.
Elasticsearch uses the Boolean model and a formula called practical scoring
function to find matching documents from the search query [47]. This model
is based on two types of concept, TD/IDF which stands for term frequency/inverse document frequency and vector space model [47].
The Boolean model adds conditions to the search query to be able to find all
documents matching it, the conditions are: AND, OR and NOT [47]. A search
query could look something like this “full AND text AND search AND (bidrag
OR studiemedel)” [47]. This search query will include only documents that
contain all of the terms full, text, search and either bidrag or studiemedel [47].
TD/IDF will rank each document after relevance, this will be done by calculating how often a certain search term appears in one document [47].
The vector space model provides one way of comparing multiple of search
terms against one document [47]. The output of the model is a single score
that presents how well the document matches the search terms [47].

5.10 Evaluation
The evaluation part has performed a number of measurements. The measurements have been measured from a local environment, in order to not be
disturbed by other element such as: internet delay, many users requesting
information and node problems.
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Hardware of local environment
CPU

Intel® Core™ i7-6820HQ CPU @ 2.7
GHz 4 cores

RAM

32,0 GB (31,9 GB can be used)

System type

64-BIT Operating System

Disk space

237 GB (55 GB free to use)

Table 4, Describes the system information.
The local environment where all the tests will be done from is based on a
normal computer, which has the following specification shown in table 4.

5.10.1

Evaluation of Today’s solution

This phase will present the results of today’s search engine, which is Solr.
This phase will start by presenting the results from the Relevance of the SERP
and then the system performance. The evaluation process will be using the
search queries presented in section 5.3 find search queries.

5.10.1.1

Relevance of the SERP

Table 5, shows the relevance of the SERP with Solr.
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Figure 5 show the results from the relevance of the SERP evaluation of Solr.
One search query got zero point from the employers at the communication
department. This was because Solr did not return any search results of that
search query. This leads to that the communication department could not
judge correctly.

5.10.1.2

System performance

Table 6, shows the time measurements in milliseconds of Solr.
Table 6 shows the time measurements of each search query that have been
measured with Solr. Each search query has been measured five times.
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Table 7, show the mean and standard deviation of Solr.
Table 7, shows the mean and the standard deviation of the five time measurements taken by each search query. This test has been made by the old
search engine.

Solr
Category
1 Search word
2 Search words
3 Search words
4 >= Search words

Mean of category STD of category
263,24
248,24
256,92
226

18,1716001
9,174745675
8,702764266
6,023809168

Table 8, shows the mean and standard deviation of each category with Solr.
Table 8 shows the mean value for each category presented in table 7.
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Figure 12, shows the values for each category measured with Solr.
Figure 12 shows the mean of time measurements from each category in table
12. Each category has also its own standard deviation plotted as a margin of
error. Figure 12 shows a time span between 226 to 263 milliseconds with no
standard deviation added or removed.

5.10.2

Evaluation of Elasticsearch

This phase will present the results of Elasticsearch, it will start by presenting
the results from the Relevance of the SERP and then the system performance.
The evaluation process will be using the search queries presented in section
5.3 find search queries.
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Relevance of SERP

Figure 9, shows Elasticsearch results of the relevance of the SERP.
Figure 9 show the results from the relevance of the SERP evaluation. This
search words have been judged by the communication department at CSN.

5.10.2.2

System performance

Table 10, shows the time measurements in milliseconds of Elasticsearch.
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Table 10 shows the time measurements of each search query that have been
made with Elasticsearch. Each search query has been measured five times.

Table 11, show the mean and standard deviation of Elasticsearch.
Table 11, shows the mean and the standard deviation of the five time measurements taken by each search query.

Elasticsearch
1 Search word
2 Search words
3 Search words
4 >= Search words

Mean of category STD of category
207,4
6,468473195
208,16
10,28028622
208,52
11,33315586
208,92
8,87008373

Table 12, shows the mean and standard deviation of each categories.
Table 12 shows the mean value for each category presented in table 11 with
Elasticsearch.
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Figure 13, shows the values for each category measured with Elasticsearch.
Figure 13 shows the value from table 12 for each category. Each category has
its own standard derivation plotted as the margin of error. Figure 13 shows
a time span between 207 to 208 milliseconds with no standard deviation
added or removed.

5.11 Comparison of results from evaluation
The comparison phase is using the data from chapter 5.10 Evaluation. The
chapter presents the measurements from Solr (old search engine) and Elasticsearch. It will first present the combined results from the relevance of the
SERP and then the System performance.
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Relevance of SERP

Figure 14, show the combined results of the relevance of the SERP.
Figure 14 shows the combined result of the relevance of the SERP. The green
line marks the points from the relevance performance of Solr, which is the
old search engine that CSN is currently using. The blue line marks the points
from the relevance performance of Elasticsearch.

5.11.2

System performance

Figure 15, shows the combined system performance
Figure 15 shows the combined results of the system performance for Solr
and Elasticsearch. The green line marks the time measurements from system
performance of Solr. The blue line marks the time measurements from system performance of Elasticsearch.
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Conclusions

The conclusion chapter will present the discussion of the results. It will
begin with reflections of the literature study, then the development process.
Then the results from the relevance of the SERP and system performance will
be discussed. Then ethical aspects and further work will be presented. Then
the results of the project work will be analyzed to see if it meets the research
goal.

6.1

Literature study

This section will describe the reflection of the literature study. This will also
describe why some parts are important to measurement and how they have
been used in this study.

6.1.1 System delay or stress
The impact of system delay and delay factors are one important key in this
project, since this project will be focusing on the customer experience. This
motivates why time measurement has been taken on the Solr and Elasticsearch. If the time measurement turns out to be as high as in these articles
presented in 5.2.1 System delay or stress. The customer will probably not use
this search engine again. The customer will probably use another search engine which will lead the customer to the desirable content.
According to the scientific article [19], the test person will not experience
any kind of delay in the search engine system until it has reached 1 000 milliseconds. Because of both Solr (Old search engine) and Elasticsearch had
performance measurement under 1 000 milliseconds, the end customer will
not detect any sort of delays. What the customer will probably feel is that
Elasticsearch is a bit faster to deliver the SERP.

6.1.2 Query structure for information search
A short conclusion of this part, is that the customer should have the possibility to extend the search queries, in order to retrieve better search results.
The customer should also have the possibility to easily go back to the previously searches according to article [21]. The customer should also have the
possibility to get help with the vocabulary, according to article [22]. This is
an issue that most customers struggle with [22].
Since Elasticsearch has built in support to handle vocabulary, it is not necessary to build function like “Do you mean this?” or the possibility to extend
the search query.
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6.1.3 Time spent on the SERP
To be able to shorten the time the customers spent on the SERP, the result
from the search engine needs to be clear and understandable for all the customers.
One solution could be to shorten the number of results that the search engine delivers as they tested in [25]. But then the top five or ten results needs
to be highly relevant for the customer, otherwise the search engine is in trouble.
The time the user spent on the SERP have not been measured, instead the
relevance of the SERP has been measured with the help of the communication group at CSN. Because shorten the results of the SERP is an easy job to
do. But prioritizing the search alternatives is harder. This is a motivation why
the relevance of the SERP has been done on Solr and Elasticsearch.

6.2

Development

The development phase had a problem with the choosing one operating system on the web server. This due to a misunderstanding of which operating
system the web server for www.csn.se is using. The focus was to get the new
search engine compatible with the CSN environment. The problem was that
it was said that the web server was using Windows as operating system, but
it turns out that is was Linux.
Elasticsearch had no problems to work on a Linux server or a Windows
server. But the web crawler Apache Nutch had problems to work Windows
environment and 2,5 week was spent to make this compatible. But after
some time, a decision had to be made. This decision was to change Operating
System for the web crawler to a Linux environment. This led to a successful
configuration and crawling of CSN websites.

6.3

Conclusion of the relevance of the SERP

Figure 14 shows that Solr performed the best in this evaluation, with no
overlapping of the graphs. But Elasticsearch was not far behind, with only an
average of two point for each category.
A reflection from the communication department was that Elasticsearch did
deliver good search results, if the first search result was removed from the
SERP. The first search result that Elasticsearch delivered, is a dictionary that
CSN has on their web page. If this search result was removed from the index,
Elasticsearch would have given a much better search result.
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Conclusion of system performance

Solr and Elasticsearch both have a low latency time. According to the literature study, the low latency will not change the search behavior of a customer
who are visiting their website. The literature study shows that changes in
the user behavior will not be detected, if the search engine has a delay up to
1 000 milliseconds. Even though this study had a peak at 263 milliseconds
for Solr, the user behavior will stay the same.
The search engine Solr does somehow minimize the time when the number
of words in the search query increases in this study. This may be because
Solr could not interpret the search query, which led to no results in SERP. No
search results from the search engine leads to nothing to render for the web
browser. This will lead to very low performance time, which is misleading
for the study.
As presented in the figure 15, Elasticsearch does almost have the same performance time independent of the number of words in the search query increases. Only a small increase in the system performance, which will not be
noticeable. Compared to Solr, Elasticsearch did return a search result for all
the search quires made.
One good function the literature study resulted in was the possibility to extend search queries, which could lead to better and relevant search results.
This is a function that could be working for Elasticsearch since the system
performance will not be affected as much. But for Solr it could have devastating effects. Since the search engine may tell the customer to extend the
search queries to a point, where the search engine is not able to return any
search results. This could lead to a frustration for the customer, depending
on how much the customer have been extending the start search query.
Elasticsearch outperforms Solr in the system performance part of this study
with a margin. Since the two lines in figure 15 do not cross each other. I can
clearly state that Elasticsearch is a better search engine in the system performance measurement.

6.5

Ethical aspects

As the configuration of Elasticsearch is built today, an unauthorized person
is able to find the URL link which lead to the API that visualize the whole
dataset. The dataset contains of the web content that Apache Nutch has been
crawled from the webpage. But since www.csn.se is a public website and everyone can visit it, this should not be a problem. But if CSN wants to use Elasticsearch on their internal services, some works has to be done about security to reach this URL link.
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One solution to this security problem could be to block every request to the
Elasticsearch server and only accept requests that are from a special machine, which is the webserver that public www.csn.se.
The system performance has been improved in this project work, which will
lead to happier customer since they do not have to wait as long as they did
before.

6.6

Further work

More work has to be done on the data that Elasticsearch is using. Some
search results may need to be negative scored so they do not get visibly at
the SERP.
The crawl process should be done every time new content is added or removed from CSNs webpage. The Apache Nutch web crawler currently needs
to be manually started to be able to crawl and indexes data to the Elasticsearch server. In the further a script has to be made to be able to make this
crawling and index job easier for an average person to handle. Since it is a
lot of manually steps to crawl the data and index it to the Elasticsearch server
today.
It could also be interesting to do a second performance test by testing how
well Solr and Elasticsearch handle multiple of search request to the server
at the same time.

6.7

Reflection to the research goals

This project has also successfully chosen one open source search engine,
crawl CSN website and indexed the data to an open source search engine.
This makes the first research goal completed.
The second and third research goals was about improving the relevance of
the search results and system performance. The System performance has
been improved with Elasticsearch as search engine. But the relevance of the
search results was uniformly not improved.
The conclusion of this project work is that Elasticsearch is a faster search
engine to deliver the SERP than Solr. But the relevance is quite bad for Elasticsearch, if more time is spent on the crawled data. Maybe Elasticsearch
could have performed as well as Solr.
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The web crawler Apache Nutch and Elasticsearch is also compatible with
CSN environment. Which make it possible for CSN to add Elasticsearch in the
existing systems.
Elasticsearch is recommend for CSN as an open source search engine alternative if more time is spent on crawled data which Elasticsearch is using.
This will lead to an improvement in the relevance of the SERP and make the
last research goal completed.
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Appendix A: Installation of Sitevision
begin to download Sitevision installation file for the current operating system that you are using, you will need to be a customer at Sitevision to be able
to download the installations files.
The following installation steps for Sitevision is based on using Windows 7
as operating system.
1. Run the installations script

2. Click on next
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3. Choose what type of used this server will use.

4. Choose where Sitevision will be installed
2
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5. Now the CMS tool Sitevision has been successfully installed
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To start Sitevision you will need to open CLI (Command Line interface) and
then navigate to the folder where you decided to install Sitevision. When you
have successfully navigated to the folder you will need to navigate to the bin
folder and then type debug.bat.
When Sitevision has successfully started you can open web browser and
type localhost in the URL field to be able to reach Sitevision server.
When Sitevision has successfully started you will meet a login window, as
default you are able to login in with Username: system and password: system.
Now you have started an empty Sitevision server, where you are able to build
your site from start.
If you want to shut down the Sitevision server, you simply open the CLI and
type CTRL + C.
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